SprayClean®
ADVANCED SPRAY ADHESIVE TECHNOLOGY
FOR MATTRESS FABRICATION

UPACO Adhesives’ water-based SprayClean®
eliminates fog and airborne spray contamination in
mattress assembly.

SprayClean® is our most technically-advanced spray adhesive for
mattress and upholstered furniture fabrication. It uses new
adhesive and airless application technology to produce proven
benefits for your plant and employees.

REDUCES OPERATION COSTS
Improved transfer efficiency
Lower per unit cost
Reduced maintenance cost
Fast assembly with one- or two-component capabilities
Lower cost to install, operate, and maintain than hot melt
systems

KEEPS YOUR PLANT CLEAN
Reduces mess
Requires less maintenance
More productive spray operators
Need a custom solution?

TALK TO A SALES REP

STEVE ADAMS

Business Unit Manager
sadams@worthenind.com

C: (804) 357-6100
JOHN HANNON

Southeast Sales Manager
jhannon@worthenind.com

C: (662) 488-7388

REVOLUTIONIZES EMPLOYEE SAFETY
Eliminates glue fog contamination
No water-based overspray
Safe to spray in the open

DEMONSTRATION AND TRIAL
We will demonstrate SprayClean® for you using a portable spray
system. Then prove the value to yourself by taking advantage of
our Try and Buy Offer.

Worthen Industries, Inc. manufactures specialty adhesives, coatings, coated flexible substrates, and
thermoplastic extrusion. Our UPACO (Union Paste Co.) & NYLCO (New York Laminating Co.) divisions
operate across our 5 U.S. locations and consist of 15 Product Lines that specifically focus our services on
our customers’ needs.

Fighting water-based glue contamination throughout your facility? UPACO’s
SprayClean® is transforming the mattress fabrication industry by improving cost
per part, efficiency in labor, user safety, and regulatory compliance.

ONE-PART OR TWO-PART APPLICATION
SprayClean® can be applied as a one-component for

TRANSFER EFFICIENCY:
Air Spray Vs Sprayclean®
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foam-to-foam applications, including cushions or mattress
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tubs, or use it as a two-part application for fast mattress
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assembly and layering with fabrics, fiber, or shoddy. It can
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overspray and can replace the need for hot melt systems.

% Transfer

be sprayed out in the open, without concern for adhesive
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PROVEN RESULTS, SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
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“The airless technology for spray application is hands down
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better than any water-based system that I have witnessed. It
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settling on surrounding surfaces. We were fortunate to be
able to work with UPACO on some of the development of

SprayClean

Application Method

takes all the glue fog [away] and puts [the adhesive] on the
product that is being laminated rather than up an exhaust or
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Instead of floating into the air and onto nearby equipment,
nearly 100% of SprayClean transfers to the surface being
sprayed, significantly reducing maintenance costs and
improving worker safety.

the systems.”
Mike Holliday, Senior Management, Manufacturing HSM

FINAL BOND STRENGTH:

Air Spray vs SprayClean® on Rail Foam to Core Foam
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UPACO ADHESIVES, A WORTHEN INDUSTRY, HAS BEEN
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MANUFACTURING FOAM BONDING ADHESIVES FOR OVER 25 YEARS.
% Foam Tear

We are a primary adhesive supplier to foam manufacturers and
their fabrication partners. We also supply spray equipment and
assist with the design and recommendation of automated
applications, hot melt systems, and roll coaters. We strive to be
a partner to our customers, offering customized solutions to
their most challenging needs. Worthen has been a pioneer in
the adhesives industry since 1866, and all of our products are
made in the USA
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Please contact us to discuss your specifications and application
requirements
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Adhesive Application in grams/yds2
SprayClean

Bond tests show that SprayClean® achieves a foam tearing
bond with 1/3 less adhesive than standard water-based
adhesives.
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